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Masterful Pair Of Mixed Media Contemporary Art Canvases By Gianpietro Cavedon

2 200 EUR

Signature :  Gianpietro Cavedon

Period : 20th century

Condition : Parfait état

Material : Acrylic

Width : 80

Height : 80
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Dealer

Andrea Bertinato
meubles et objets de valeur

Mobile : +39 3292152363

Tezze di Arzignano Via Silvio Pellico 1

Vicenza 36071

Description

Giampietro Cavedon was born in 1951 and lives

in Marano Vicentino. He began painting and

exhibiting at a very young age. He uses a base of

oil paint, tempera, and finishes with acrylic. He

has participated in numerous important

exhibitions and won many awards: he

participated in the Arte expo in Brussels, Rome,

Bari, Padua, Vicenza. In 1998 in San Francisco,

Barcelona, and New York. We ship worldwide

via Fedex-UPS-DHL with professional packaging

and insurance. Shipping to be agreed, personal

delivery also possible. Payment by bank transfer,

Visa, Mastercard.

Product Description

Let yourself be enchanted by the extraordinary

beauty of the pair of canvases by contemporary

artist Gianpietro Cavedon. These works of art are



created with a mixed technique skillfully

combining oil, tempera, and acrylic, creating a

unique and captivating visual effect.

The artist's mastery is evident in every detail,

from composition to chromatic choice, offering

the viewer an unparalleled aesthetic experience.

The works are characterized by lively energy and

deep emotional expression, capturing attention

and stimulating reflection.

Details and Dimensions

The canvases are dated from the year 2000 and

are in excellent condition. The dimensions of

each canvas are 80x80 centimeters, ideal for

display in domestic or professional environments,

adding a touch of refinement and originality to

the decor.

Shipping and Payment

We offer worldwide shipping via reliable services

such as Fedex, UPS, and DHL, ensuring secure

packaging and professional insurance to protect

the works during transport. The shipping method

can be agreed upon based on the customer's

needs, with the possibility of personal delivery to

ensure the utmost care and attention.

Payment Method

We accept payments via bank transfer, Visa, and

Mastercard, offering a range of flexible options to

suit each customer's preferences.


